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General arrangement of 22nd International Workshop

1. Site： Kunming, Yunnan, China

2. Date:   25th-30th, October, 2020 

3. Hotel:  Empark Grand Kunming Hotel (Five-star and four-star)



Introduction of Empark Grand Kunming Hotel 

Founded by Huang Ru-Lun - the 

famous industrialist and patriotic 

Philippine-Chinese, Century 

Golden Resources Group is an 

international comprehensive 

trans-industry group. All the staff 

of the hotels is comply with the 

"intelligence services, hard work," 

business philosophy, to warm and 

thoughtful service, has won high 

praise at home and abroad guests.



Location

12KM far from kunming Railway 

Station

25KM far from kunming Nan 

Railway Station

30KM far from kunming

Changshui International Airport



House type images

North tower standard room South tower standard room

South tower superior room South tower deluxe room



Meetings and banquet



Kunming high-speed railway station Kunming airport

Kunming railway station Distribution map of kunming subway

Traffic in Kunming 



Food-Dai taste hand rice



Food-Over the Bridge Rice Noodles

It is typical Yunnan local

flavor that could only be

tasted in some parts of

Yunnan. The over the bridge

rice noodles has a long

history and it carries with

itself a vivid love story. All

visitors to Yunnan, never

forget to taste the cross

b r i d g e r i c e n o o d l e .



Food-Yunnan Rice Noodles



Food-Yiliang Roast Duck

Have you ever heard that Yiliang Roast Duck can be 

compared with the famous Beijing Roast Duck?

Only they are roasted each in their own way. Therefore, they 

have different tastes with extraordinarily delicious, with the 

crispy and yellowish skin, soft and tender duck meat, has a 

special slight flavor of pine needles. 

Xuanwei Ham is also famous as Yunnan Ham, one of

well-known hams in China. The history of Xuanwei

ham dates back to the fifth year of YongZheng times

in Qing Dynasty. Xuanwei ham won a prize at the

Panama Fair in 1915. Xuanwei ham has been selling

well to Southeastem Asia and European countries.

Xuanwei Ham



Food-Wild mushroom



Attraction-Dianchi Lake

Dianchi Lake is about 300square 

kilometers. It is the  largest 

freshwater lake in Yunnan 

Province  and the sixth largest 

one in China. With picturesque 

scenery and its location on the 

yungui plateau, the lake has a 

reputation as “A Pearl on the 

Plateau”. Four surrounding hills 

contribute to the picturesque 

landscape, making visitors 

intoxicated and linger around. 



Attraction-Yunnan Ethnic Villages

The Yunnan Ethnic Village acts as 

a good shortcut to understand 

the social customs of the ethnic 

groups in Yunnan. It has a natural 

sun-bathing area where you can 

escape from the heat of summer. 

Twenty-five ethnic nationalities 

have their respective villages and 

conduct many activities to present 

their unique folkways and 

beautiful clothes. 



Attraction-Western Hills

In the western suburbs of Kunming 

lies Western Hills. For looked at 

from a distance, they have the 

appearance of a giant sleeping 

Buddha. They have also been given 

another name-”Sleeping Beauty 

Hills” for the hills when viewed 

together look like a beautiful 

young lady laying beside Dianchi

Lake with her face upward and her 

hair trailing into water. You can see 

the outline of her face, chest, and 

legs clearly. 



Attraction-Daguan Park

Daguan Park is vibrant with rock 

gardens, pavilions, bridges an

murmuring water. It is famous 

for the longest couplets in 

China on the Dguan Pavilion 

was built in the year 1828. It 

commands a lovely view. The 

couplet written in the Qing 

Dynasty(1644-1911), contains 

180 characters brimming with 

literary grace. 



Attraction-Cuihu Park

Cuihu Lake on the west side of 

the Wuhua Mountain is 

extolled as a ”Jade in Kunming”. 

Two long dikes divide the lake 

into four parts. The entire 

Cuihu Park is a green world, 

with willow trees swaying 

gently on the dikes, and the 

surface of the lake covered all 

over with latus plants



Attraction-Stone Forest

Kunming Stone Forest, Shilin in 

China, Known since the Ming 

Dynasty(1368-1644 A.D.) as the 

‘First Wonder of the World’, is in 

Lunan Yi Nationality Autonomous 

County. It covers an area of 400 

square kilometers and includes 

both large and small stone forests, 

as well as many other scenic spots. 

An old localsaying says that ‘If you 

have visited Kunming without 

seeing the Stone Forest, you have 

wasted your time.’



Attraction-Jiuxiang

In Jiuxiang, you will see a cave is 

so colorful that it contains a cave,

a river and sky. Key national scenic 

spots, the state AAAA-class tourist 

area, the International Association 

caves - Jiuxiang scenic area of 

277.8 square kilometers as in 

Kunming City in Yunnan, Kunming, 

90 kilometers from the provincial 

towns, is a unique international 

tourist-type karst geological park . 



Attraction-Fuxian Lake

Fuxian Lake is located among Chengjiang, 

Jiangchuan, Huaning three towns. Dianchi

Lake and the lake behind, the third in our 

province for the Great Lakes. In addition to 

the northeast Changbai volcano Kouhu -

Tianchi, the Fuxian Lake is China's second 

known Sham lakes. Is a famous freshwater 

lake in China, where the water quality 

good, clear lake bottom the economy 

produced more than 20 kinds of fish, 

especially fish's most famous anti-wave, it 

is also a valuable product of Fuxian Lake.



Attraction-Seagull Season

In winter and spring, Kunming 

residents flock to the Cuihu park 

or Dianchi lake to feed red-

beaked gulls. There are tens of 

thousands of them, which 

descend upon the lake. This 

lovable scene, in which man, 

birds, and nature mingle in such 

harmony, has kept occurring 

over the last ten years. 



Shopping-Dounan Flower Market

Dounan is the biggest flower 

market in Yunnan. Everyday 

there are over 10000 people 

trading in it. 

The flowers are not only 

provide to our country but 

also to Japan and Korea. This 

market has a great influence 

both on Yunnan and the 

Whole country. 



Shopping-Yunnan Jade

Yunnan jade resources are 

large reserves, rich varieties, is 

recognized by the industry as 

"the land of jade.”

Yunnan, to a certain extent has 

become synonymous with jade, 

"Yunnan jade", "Yunnan jewelry" 

has become a well-known 

brand at home and abroad. 



Shopping-Yunnan  Flower Cake 

Yunnan flower cake is a dish 

made from rose petals, 

honey, sugar and other 

major ingredients.

Nutritionally rich and Roses 

are rich in vitamins. 





Yunnan Observatory



Lijiang Observatory



Fuxian Solar Observatory



Welcome to kunming
Mail：lyq@ynao.ac.cn


